
How do you do justice to a nine-month trip within the confines of a
journal article? The bald facts don’t really scratch the surface: over 20
countries across 3 continents; 30,000 miles driving and as many again
flying; 100 crags and about 500 pitches of climbing. On the other hand, I
am neither sufficiently vain nor unoccupied to write the book….

Whilst whiling away the long evenings around the camp-fire, Helen and
I would often play a game with the kids. We’d each take it in turns to name
our ‘top three somethings’, for example flavours of ice cream sampled on
the trip, or top wildlife encounters. I am therefore taking this ‘lists’ approach
(much favoured by Channel 4 as a cheap means of recycling old archive
clips into prime-time TV) to give you a personal view of the highs of the
trip.

Routes.
Over 5 miles of climbing, on rock from andecite to basalt and grit to

granite, leaves plenty of scope. However, identifying a ‘top three’ routes is
one of the easiest decisions. 

The Nose, El Capitan, Yosemite, (3,500ft, A2) is generally accepted as
the best route in the world. Hauling oneself up a mile-high lump of rock,
over a period of 5 days, accompanied by a huge orange bag full of stuff,
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isn’t everyone’s cup of tea. However, the orange bag and I were fortunate
enough to be accompanied by my mate Jim Trueman and at least the bag
had done the route before, so one of us knew what they were doing! We had
a truly memorable trip, which I wouldn’t have missed for the world.

A close contender for ‘Best route in the world’, especially if you include
the criterion ‘free’, is Naked Edge, Eldorado Canyon, Boulder, Colorado
(700ft, 5.11.b). (Yes, I know The Nose on El Capitan has been freed, but not
by me anytime soon!) The fact that I made the ascent on my 40th birthday,
accompanied by Mike Ryan (on his third trip), simply added to a fantastic
experience. 

A less well-known route, but equally fine, is the Vestpillaren direct on
Presten, Lofoten Islands, Norway (1,500ft, E2 5b). This marvellous climb
has 12 pitches on immaculate granite, every one is worthy of three stars. The
views along the mountainous archipelago knock the Skye ridge for six.

Crags
The spiky, gnarled Joshua Tree not only gave its name to one of my

favourite albums, but also to a great climbing area. Set in the Californian
desert and baked by the blazing sun is a huge collection of granite boulders,
some over a hundred feet high. With little else except rock, sand, trees and
cacti, for about 2,000 square miles, the small community of climbers that
occupy the 30-place Hidden Valley campground has a really close feel to it.
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For many years Smith Rock was dismissed by climbers, until the arrival
of the bolt helped to tame the digestive biscuit rock (actually welded
volcanic ash) and create a world-class venue. The climbing features
improbable pockets, soaring arêtes and crimpy edges, which are combined
in an assembly of pinnacles and faces to spectacular effect. The presence of
landmark routes like ‘Chain Reaction’ and ‘To Bolt or not to be’ adds to the
aura.
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Australia’s best known crag, Mt Arapiles, has also been described as a
pile of poo. Whilst we enjoyed the climbing there, we were far more taken
by the unsung gem of Oz rock – Point Perpendicular. ‘Point Perp’ was
named over 200 years ago by Captain Cook, during his crag-spotting trip
aboard the Endeavour (and you thought he was there for Queen and
country!) This immaculate 200ft sandstone sea-cliff drops straight into the
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Tasman Sea just South of Botany Bay, near Sydney. What really sets it apart
is the adjacent camp site at Honeymoon Bay. The palm-fringed beach which
is ringed by a circular lagoon and connected to the sea by a narrow entrance,
could easily be the setting for the next Bond film or Bacardi ad.

Geology
Yellowstone and the Grand Canyon between them have got more geology

than you can shake a very sizeable stick at: a 50-mile diameter caldera waiting
to blow, and a two-mile deep fissure, visible from space. However, neither
makes my top 3, for the same two reasons: they are both already quite famous
enough and despite the enormous quantities of rock, neither have any
climbing worth mentioning. Instead, I have picked another two of America’s
fabulous National Parks: Arches and Canyonlands, both in Utah. The intricate
and improbable rock architecture of Arches National Park simply defies
belief, a view epitomised by landscape arch, a 290-foot span of extraordinary
fragility. Add in the climbing on ‘The Three Penguins’, ‘Owl Rock’ and
‘Tonka Tower’, and the nearby ‘slick-rock’of the mountain-biking Mecca of
Moab, and you have a designer outdoor playground.

Canyonlands is striking for its scale and profundity. The main access
routes into the park lead you to the top of plateau, which has been carved
by the Colorado river into a marble-maze of twisting canyons. Scattered
about the bottom of these are extraordinary rock spires and pinnacles,
culminating in Monument Canyon, home of fearsome towers with names
like Moses and Zeus. Frustratingly, these are inaccessible in a 4-tonne RV,
so we had to admire them from afar. Next time…

If Canyonlands inspires with its great heights (or depths), the Australian
Outback simply defies the senses, with its shear extent. Driving for 400km
on dirt roads through the Mutawintji National Park, gives you a real feeling
of a journey. Brilliant blue sky above the horizon and scorched red earth
beneath it, you follow a slightly darker strip of red earth until it disappears
into the heat haze, hoping that somewhere beyond lurks a gas station. That’s
why they call it ‘the Big Red’.

Walks (or Hikes and Tramps)
Zion Canyon in Utah contains some great scenery, awesome climbing

and seriously impressive mountains. However, the highlight of our visit was
the walk up to Angels Landing, a 1,700ft rock promontory that juts into the
canyon, with precipitous crags on all sides. Brushing past the sign saying
‘not for people who are fearful of heights’, we arrogantly assumed that
anything that wasn’t actually physically chained-off in ‘molly-coddled’
America, must be a ramble. The reality is a rocky scramble which makes
the exposure on Crib Goch seem tame and left whimpering tourists making
grudging glances at our kids as they forged on fearlessly.
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You don’t walk or hike in New Zealand, you tramp. In fact tramping is
a major national pastime with numerous multi-day adventures, well
equipped with huts and wilderness campsites. The Abel Tasman Coastal
Track around the North West tip of South Island, takes a 51-mile tour around
this heavenly coastline. A regular service of taxi speedboats makes it
possible to enjoy bite-sized chunks of this glorious trip, and we tramped the
17km middle day from Bark Bay to Totaranui. Timing and logistics are key,
as several estuary crossings are only possible at low tide and would be no
fun in the dark! What better way to walk off the Christmas Day barbecue
and pavlova, than a Boxing Day walk by the sea?

At the other end of New Zealand’s South Island are the Southern Alps.
Here, the combination of 4,000m mountains and a 30m annual snow-fall,
blown in by the prevailing Westerlies, produce the Fox and Franz-Josef
Glacier systems that extend to within 250m of sea level. These awesome ice
rivers have spawned a thriving local industry of glacier tours. Bus loads of
punters pay £100 a go for a 30-minute totter on the ice. Keen to give the
kids a first taste of ice walking, but unwilling to cough up the dosh, we
roped-up and set off. Shod with our three sets of instep crampons, Helen,
Natasha and Jake looked the part as they marched purposefully past the
disapproving stares of the tour guides, and past the ‘No admittance beyond
this point without crampons’ sign. ‘Excuse me sir, but you need to be
wearing the necessary equipment to go on the glacier’, pointed out an eagle-
eyed Kiwi. ‘We use these special spikey shoes on ice in the UK’, I replied,
showing the soles of my Walshes. ‘Geeze, those are pretty swanky! Can you
get them over here?’

Wildlife
Elk and echidna, emus and albatrosses, platypi and wombats; we were

privileged to experience many wildlife encounters on our travels. These
generally involved knowing where and when to go, being very quiet and
patient and avoiding the crowds. Whilst we generally stayed off the beaten
track, the one up-side of being among fellow travellers is the tell-tale
indication of the ‘wildlife jam’ – a bunch of badly parked cars, slewed
across the verge, generally indicates something worth looking at. A couple
of hundred yards from one such jam in Yellowstone, we came across a
grizzly with three cubs – a memorable sight, but one best taken in from a
considerable distance.

While walking on a golden beach in New Zealand’s Bay of Islands, a
group of four windsurfers caught my eye, speeding to shore – funny that
they all had black sails, though. The sails resolved themselves into dagger-
sharp fins which shot past us and up the estuary just 5m from where we were
standing. Beneath the water shimmered the unmistakable black and white
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bodies of killer whales, and we could also see their prey – a very worried
looking ray. Executing the tightest of U-turns, the ray headed back out to
sea, cleverly evading capture, with the fearsome armada in hot pursuit.

Chilling around the camp-fire in the Warrumbungles, in Queensland, we
were joined by a mob of grey kangaroos. Whilst differing from sheep in
some obvious respects (no woolly jumper jokes), the behaviour of this
group reminded me somewhat of the dumb animals we encounter in the
Peak. They would mill idly around, looking pleadingly for scraps and then
suddenly set off in giant synchronised bounds when startled, only to return
two minutes later having seemingly completely forgotten what they had
been worried about in the first place.

Beer
My greatest foreboding before the trip was leaving behind the joys of

proper beer, and setting out into a wasteland of Fosters and Bud. Happily,
we were very pleasantly surprised by the diversity and quality of the local
ales we discovered on our travels, and it was actually quite difficult to wean
ourselves off a ‘6 o’clock stubby’ on our return home.

On arriving in Boulder, we met up with Mike Ryan who, along with
Meg, introduced us to the delights of Fat Tyre, from Colorado’s New
Belgium Brewing company. After 10 days we were hooked. Luckily, our RV
had a huge ‘airing cupboard’ – completely useless for drying socks, but just
the job for stock-piling large quantities of this ‘Amber Ale’, before heading
into Wyoming and the gnarly cracks of Veedawoo. However, we hadn’t
reckoned on the combination of Mike’s ability to gather firewood (which
we couldn’t possibly leave unburnt before retiring) and the thirst that is
generated by granite crack climbing. A very long and enjoyable evening
around the fire saw our ‘Fat Tyre’ lake run dry, and made a major dent in a
bottle of Jamesons. 

Tasmania was once home to the Tasmanian tiger, a carnivorous stripy
marsupial with bone-crunching jaws, which became extinct in the last 50
years. Happily, it lives on today, depicted on the label of Cascade Brewery’s
Premium Ale. Tasmania was our gentle introduction to Australia – no
spiders, fewer snakes and thousands of square miles of wilderness. We
became very fond of the island during our stay. Happily, Cascade Premium
is stocked in most discerning ‘bottle shops’ in mainland Oz so we had a
continuous reminder of Tassy for the rest of our tour.

Whilst these beers, and others, completely dispelled our pre-conceptions
of ‘foreign fizzy pi$$’, they didn’t represent the sweetest drinking
experience on the trip. That honour is reserved for a bottle of Polish lager.
Adequately refreshing when it was purchased in the Polish lake district, it
took on a different dimension when smuggled into Norway and consumed
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at 10p a pint where the locals were drinking (or should I say sipping) the £6
a pint local fare!

Sunsets
The midnight sun is one of the ‘must see’ sights of Scandinavia and we

were determined to sample this phenomenon. However, once we had taken
into account the lateness in the year (and corresponding need for proximity
to the Pole), the need for an unobstructed view to the horizon and a
scheduled rendevous with the Mynedd, this turned into a computational and
logistical challenge. Based on some rough and ready map and compass
work, a couple of sunset times and some rudimentary geometry, we found
ourselves parked on a beach near Alta, on the Northern coast of Norway at
10pm, fingers crossed. Happily, instead of plunging into the sea or dodging
behind a mountain, the sun obediently bobbed down towards the horizon,
rolled along it and then started back skywards. In celebration, or
disorientation, the rest of the family decided on a 2am swim. Unfortunately,
someone had to take photos, otherwise I would have been straight in there!

Crater Lake in Oregon is the flooded caldera of an ancient volcano. This
perfectly circular, six-mile diameter lake, rimmed by a knife-edge rocky
ridge, is a genuinely beautiful sight at any time of day. Viewed at sunset
from the balcony of the Crater Lake Lodge, sipping champagne and
celebrating our 19th wedding anniversary, it was even more memorable.

There’s no such thing as Ayers Rock – it’s been re-branded Uluru (or
more accurately speaking, has reverted to this original aboriginal name).
Photos of this iconic lump of stone are so ubiquitous that you imagine that
the real thing will be a disappointment – the surprise destroyed by over-
exposure. The reality lives up to and surpasses the hype. Set in the ‘Red
Centre’ of Australia, it’s not the huge rock itself that impresses, but the rock
in the context of the barren flatness for tens of miles around – that, and the
fact that it is SO RED – glowing luminously as it is bathed in the setting
sun.

Things to go back for.
We came home with a bigger ‘list of things to see and do’than we left with.

I am not sure if that epitomised the success, or marked the failure of the trip
(though I suspect the former!) Some ‘must do’objectives stand out.

The Totem Pole in Fortescue Bay, Tasmania. You’ve seen the pictures and
perhaps read the account of Paul Pritchard’s dreadful accident and brave fight-
back to a life. Once you have seen this 200ft tall, 15ft square shard of basalt,
you simply have to want to climb it, and quickly because it can’t last for long!

Devil’s Tower, Wyoming, is another rock icon. Star of ‘Close
Encounters’, it looms out of the desert as you approach, visible for miles. It
was almost physically painful to visit it and not do a route. 
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El Cap, Yosemite. I have to confess that I’ve got the big-wall bug. I was
already addicted by the time we set off down from the summit, lugging
tonnes of gear and uneaten, ill-advised rations. So many climbs, so little
time!

When people ask ‘what was your favourite bit?’ they seem disappointed
with my blank expression and my feeble response – ‘all of it’. Hopefully,
these short notes will give some indication of the futility of trying to come
up with a better answer. However I do retain two abiding impressions on
returning: what a great world we live in, with so many wonders and open,
generous and friendly peoples; and what a brilliant place home is too.
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Borrowing Binoculars From American Tourists
On The Meadows Below El Cap

Do I detect an accent?  You’re from New Zealand, yes?
Oh, so you’re from England!  Well, I was close, I guess.
Do you see those guys up there?  How crazy they must be!
One of them’s your husband?  You’re kidding!  Which is he?
He’s still got quite a way to go, to finish while it’s light.
You mean they spend five days up there?  How do you sleep at night?
Well, it’s been great to meet you – it’s really made our day
To meet a real-life climber and hear all you have to say.

There’s one more thing I want to know.  I hope I can ask you – 
When they need the bathroom, just what do they do?

Do I detect an accent?  Are you from New York State?
Oh, so you’re from England!  Gee, I think that’s great!
Those climbers sure look small up there, can hardly see a thing.
Oh my god! Did you see that!  Did he mean to take that swing?
Now could a woman go up there?  Do you think one ever will?
Oh,  they have already?  And who is this Lynn Hill?
And you are watching with your kids – I think you’re really strong,
And it’s been a thrill to meet you, but we must move along.

There’s just one thing to ask you.  I sure do hate to snoop – 
But when they’re high up on that cliff, how do they take a poop?

Do I detect an accent?  Australian, I’d say?
Oh, so you’re from England!  Wow, that’s quite a way.
I can’t believe those guys up there – it gave me quite a shock.
And what d’ya call those crazy things they bang into the rock?
So that’s your RV over there?  My gosh, its very small!
Well, we gotta go now.  You’re welcome… Not at all…
… To lend you our binoculars makes us feel very proud.
As though we’re really part of it, and not just in the crowd.

But I’ve got one more question.  I really wanna know – 
When they need the bathroom, just how do they go?*

*If you really wanna know, see Tina’s article in the 2003/4 Rucksack Club
Journal!
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